THE LIFE AND  TIMES
Soldiers, sailors, courtiers, clerics, all devoted themselves to this
intoxicating study, and many a young man was, like Henry Gellibrand,
good for little a great while, till at last it happened accidentally, that he heard
a Geometric Lecture. He was so taken with it, that immediately he fell to
studying it, and quickly made great progresse in it. The fine Diall over trinity
Colledge Library is of his owne aoeing. This dialling, however, was so
comparatively easy and other tricks so impressive and so common,
that Thomas Hobbes felt obliged to issue a warning :^ " Not every
one that brings from beyond seas a new Gin, or other jaunty devise,
is therefore a Philosopher," he said, " for if you reckon that way,
not only Apothecaries and Gardiners, but many other sorts of Work-
men will put-in for, and get the Prize." Unabashed, however, some
of Aubrey's friends persisted in their unorthodox ways, like Seth
Ward, Bishop of Salisbury, who when he was President of 'Trinity College,
Qxon, did draw his Geometricall Schemes with black, red, yellow, green and
blew Inke to avoid the perplexity of A, B, C, etc., and William Oughtred,
who achieved undying fame with his invention of the multiplication
sign, which, he said, came into my head, as if infused by a Divine Genius.
And the controversies that raged over Arithmeticall Problemes reached
such a pitch of emotion (particularly when Hobbes thought that he
had squared the circle and Dr. Wallis knew that he had not) that poor
Aubrey was driven to the conclusion : sure their Mercuries are in Q or
opposition. Ijudolph van Keulen, who had been first, by Profession, a
rencing-Master ; but becomeing deafe, betooke himselfe to the studie of the
Mathematiques wherin he became famous and wrote a learned booke in 4/0
of the Proportion of the Diameter of a Circle to the Peripherie, carried the
obsession even further, for on his Monument (according to his last Will)
is engraved the Proportion abovesayd.
The excitement caused by this serious study is not so surprising
when one recalls that Professor Trevelyan has said, " every reader had
in some sort to be a student, for apart from poetry and the stage, there
was hardly any literature that was not serious. . . . Not newspapers
and novels but ballads and songs were hawked about by Autolycus and
his comrades to satisfy the common appetite in the city street and
on the village green." For the host of adult infants, for whom our
magazines and films now cater, had not yet appeared, and the
Bible held undisputed sway over the minds of men. ** If there
had been newspapers, magazines and novels," Professor Trevelyan
continues, "to compete with the Bible in manor-house, farm and
cottage, there would have been no Puritan revolution."
Tie result of this monopolising of men's minds by the Scriptures
was not long in coming; the battle of ideas mounted in violence
until the first brush occurred between the Earl of Northampton and "Lord
Zrooke, mar Banbury, which was the latter end of July, or the beginning of
August, 1642. But now Eellona thundered, and as a chare side is sometimes
suddenh overstretched with a dismall Cloud and thunder, so was this Serene
Peace by the Civill Warns through the Factions of those times.
The outbreak of the Great Rebellion was the more depressing
because of the long peace that had preceded it. As far back as living
memory could reach, since the fires of Smithfield had died out on Queen
Mary's death eighty-four years before, the country of England had
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